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Disruptors – Three Examples
• AI
• IoT
• Data Some Common Features

• New adversarial behaviors
• Rapid evolution
• High demands on infrastructure 
• Uncertainty of mission conops



AI challenges – four examples 
– Barriers to acceptance

– Advisory  Trusted

– Fragile, Opaque, Dynamic
– Algorithm + Data 
– AI and threats

– Defense and offense
– Expectations from compliance
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Aspects of Software Engineering

– Assurance – evidence in support of confident mission acceptance
– Activity – the practice of building and sustaining
– Architecture – the design or structure of systems and ecosystems

– Infrastructure – computing platform architectures



The aim of any testing scheme is to ensure that the 
customer gets substantially the software that he 
ordered and it must provide the customer with 

convincing evidence that this is so.

— NATO Software Engineering report 1968

Assurance – the basis for mission acceptance

Automate testing of software to enable critical updates to be 
deployed in days to weeks, not months or years. [DIB #5, 2018]



The most deadly thing in software is the concept, 
which almost universally seems to be followed, 

that you are going to specify what you are 
going to do, and then do it.

The design process is an iterative one.
— NATO Software Engineering report 1968

Activity – the practice of building and evolving

All software procurement programs should start small, be iterative, 
and build on success ‒ or be terminated quickly. [DIB #2, 2018]



Chronicle of 
Higher Education



Bennett, Ted L., and Paul W. Wennberg. 
“Eliminating Embedded Software Defects Prior to 
Integration Test.” CrossTalk, Dec. 2005. Quoting data 
from a 2003 NASA IV&V study
http://sarpresults.ivv.nasa.gov/ViewResearch/289/24.jsp

The benefits of early failure

NASA IV&V, 2003



Automated infrastructure
for builds, tests, and analytics

Mozilla developer site“Software factory” [DSB, 2018]

Mozilla, 2012



No engineer or programmer, no programming 
tools, are going to help us, or help the software 

business, to make up for a lousy design.

— NATO Software Engineering report 1969

Architecture – the structure of what we build

The long-term gain of an architecture that permits iterative 
development justifies the investment.. [DSB 2.5, 2018]



Architecture – key to socio-technical ecosystems
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Android
IOS

NPM (node.js)

J2EE
Php Hadoop

Amazon

Facebook

Mobile

Web
Big data

Consumer/Media Cloud IaaS

AWS

Azure
Google



Architecture – aspirations
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Proceedings, 2012
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Eight challenges to consider
• Effective IID at arm’s length
• More/better pre-RFP
• More engineering uncertainty
• Growing role of tools and data
• Architecture and incrementality for IID
• Evidence gathering for assurance
• Rapidly emerging infrastructure technologies
• Workforce: organic, DoD-aligned, DIB
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